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The Design Process
Thesis Project Definition
1 his thesis investigates the relationship between graphic design and engineering,
and their use of similar problem-solving processes. It reveals the underlying
principles that are inherent in graphic design and engineering and illustrates
how these disciplines use a common creative process.
By comparing vastly different disciplines and identifying how they use a similar
creative thought process, this thesis is constructing an understanding of the
methodology of thought. This thesis demonstrates that although these two




Introduction to the Structure
andMethodology ofScience
James V. Mannoia writes about the existence of two different communities
in the world. The first he labels the scientific community which includes
scientists, engineers, and technicians. The second is labeled the humanities
which includes philosophers, writers, and fine artists. He draws attention to
the apparent dichotomy between these two entities, and he explains that this
separation exists because of a lack of communication and understanding.
He proposes that each of the respective fields needs to learn to appreciate the
qualities that the other possesses. Communication is the key to understanding
and learning. This book is a precedent to this thesis investigation by supplying
a case study on the relationship between the art and science worlds.
Mannoia, James V. What is Science: Introduction to the Structure andMethodology ofScience,
University Press ofAmerica, London, 1980
Systems Engineering:
Art and Science in an
International Context
This critical essay discusses the talents necessary for a systems engineering career.
|ohn MacDonald writes that creativity is often hidden within the functional
aspects of engineering. He states that creativity primarily functions within
the problem-solving process that is concerned with the ability to overcome
time, budget, and material constraints, to produce a product. Systems in an
International Context is similar to the proposed thesis topic in that it documents
how the creative thought process is used in a function-based career.





Three main topics were researched during this thesis: graphic design, engineering,
and philosophy. The correlation between these disciplines was developed through
the consultation of a variety of books and periodicals. Numerous discussions were
also held in order to collect a wide range of materials.
Graphic design and engineering design processes were collected that ranged from
basic idea generation to those which define structural integrity. The collection
of these processes provided an extensive reservoir of terms that would act as a
foundation for the development of a new hybrid design process between
graphic design and engineering.
All collectedprocesses for graphic design are located in Appendix I, pages 36-41




The works consulted focused on the process of learning (Albert Whitehead) and
the concept of quality (Robert Pirsig). Both are integral to the design process
and are illustrated in these works as universal processes, not separately defined for
art and science. This is a significant in establishing a relationship between graphic








Memo to author, Octobct 1998
"What education has to impart is an intimate sense for the power of ideas,
for the beauty of ideas, and for the structure of ideas, together with a
particular body of knowledge which has peculiar reference to the life of
the being possessing
it."
According to Whitehead, learning makes no distinction between art or science.
He states that learning can be defined through the mental growth stages of
romance, precision, and generalization. This was significant to this thesis because
the stages of learning run a parallel course to the stages of design. The stages of
both learning and design start with a novelty and excitement for something new,
and progress to a stage where knowledge is acquired and analysis occurs. The final
stage is where an understanding is formed and a specific goal is achieved.
Robert Pirsig's writings were studied because of his ideas on quality. He states
that the quality of an object is determined before the cognitive understanding
of the object takes place. Therefore, the standards of quality are the same
whether a person is discussing quality about a painting or vehicle.
Design determines needs, and then creates a solution to fulfill them.
Considering an object,
"designed"
means that the object has been thought
about systematically. A well-designed object is constructed with order,
understanding, and intention. Quality is determined by how well a design
meets the determined needs. When an object has been designed successfully
the expectations dealing with quality are heightened. Good design is a signifier
of high quality, but quality is not necessarily a signifier of good design.
"The concept of quality is difficult to define, for it is not merely seen,
but somehow intuited on the presence of the work it is embedded. Quality has
little to do with popular notions of beauty, taste or style, and nothing to do
with status, respectability or luxury. It is revealed, rather, in an atmosphere




In this part of the process a structured relationship was formed between
the two disciplines. This involved the development of a hybrid process that
utilized terms and ideas from graphic design and engineering.
The creative process is cyclical. In its purest form it is a mass of undulating
information where all of its parts merge together. Because an infinite
amount of terms exist between disciplines, it is often hard to make exact
distinctions between the parts of the creative process. By using familiar process
terminology as a tool, the designer began to organize the collected processes
into understandable relationships. Below are the terms, with definitions,
that helped structure a relationship between the processes from both
graphic design and engineering.
The collection ofterms are located in Appendix 2, page 47
Known Terms Definitions
Problem What is the problem? What needs to be solved?
Research Collect information that will help in understanding the problem.
Ideation Generation of a wide range of possible solutions for the problem.
Analysis Organize the research into logical groups.
Synthesis Construct relationships based on collected research. These relationships
help create direction for the process of ideation.
Implementation Construct the most promising idea into final form.




Before a hybrid process could be created, an understanding of the terminolog
used by each process had to be established. Following are matrices defining
collected processes based on known terms.
References for collectedprocesses are located in the Bibliography, page 35
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After an understanding of the terminology was attained, the next step was to
find the terms which existed between both disciplines. Below are the definitions
of the overlapping terms explaining the thought process during each step of the
design process. The new design process utilized terms familiar to both graphic
design and engineering and are effective in describing the creative process.
Preliminary constructedprocesses are located in Appendix 2b, page 48
New Design Process Definitions
Acceptance During this portion of the process the client presents the problem.
The designer accepts the task and agrees to solve the problem to the
best of his/her ability within the project constraints. The problem is often
not yet defined or could be defined more specifically. This illustrates why
the problem definition is not determined until the second step in the process.
Problem Definition During this portion of the process one should collect research to define the
initial problem statement. This stage can accurately define the problem and
develop achievable goals by gathering information and formulating comparisons.
Concept Development During this portion of the process one should generate as many ideas as possible.
By utilizing the connections constructed with the research a number of solutions
are created to solve the defined problem. A preliminary evaluation can also be
performed to remove the least effective solutions and reveal a solution that will
most accurately solve the problem.
Implementation During this portion of the process one should take the selected idea generated
in the prior stage and assemble it into its final form.
Post Evaluation During this portion of the process one should review the successes




The ideation phase explored several possibilities for the application's final form.
With the collection of the processes and a desire to form a new process, it became
necessary to generate a diagram which would visually document the flow of the
creative process. An application was also necessary that would display the diagram
and give details which would describe the design process. Below are questions
that were asked to help in defining the applications form.
Preliminary sketches ofapplication are located in Appendix 3b, page 51-53
Available Applications
What is it going to say?
Who is the target audience?
Where will it be displayed?
Book, Informational Posters, Installation, Study Guide, Multimedia Website
The application is going to be an informational tool which documents the creative
thought process and the newly developed design process which exists between
graphic design and engineering.
The new process would be targeted to junior and senior designers or people new
in the design profession.
The application would be made available in an educational or work environment
where the viewer has direct access to the information.
From the questions above, the initial decision was to construct a series of
posters and a study guide. The posters would contain more visual explanation
of the process, while the study guide would construct a verbal relationship






Completion of the hybrid process allowed for the development of a diagram
which represents the flow of the thought process. Below is an initial sketch
of the flow chart diagram.
Additional sketches for diagram are located in Appendix 3, pages 49-50













During this stage, the layout for the posters was developed. It was necessary
for the posters to document the diagram and display the visual documentation
from the graphic design and engineering processes. Below is an initial sketch
of the application.
Additional sketches for application are located in Appendix 3b, pages 51-53
























At this point it was concluded that the application would be a set of posters
which would document sequential information about the design process.
The ideas generated for the posters were evaluated against the semiotic model
in order to determine their success or failure.
Pragmatic Issues
Semantic
Ergonomics, Production, Specifications, andDistribution
Pragmatic issues included the size and number of posters required.
The posters were designed in Adobe Illustrator as vector images. This allowed
the posters to be scaled to any size without the threat of pixelation and could
adapt to printer specifications.
Meaning, Perception, and Communication
At this stage, specific visual examples pertaining to graphic design and
engineering were established. The visuals for graphic design were derived from a
previous project in which the designer developed a brand identity for Microsoft
Windows. It consisted of visual documentation that was already broken down
and only needed to be transferred to the posters.
Initially, the visuals that were going to be used for the engineering documentation
were from the development of a bridge. Concerns about using a bridge were
expressed by committee members because of the aesthetics used in the design.
A decision was made that it would be more appropriate to document a piece of
work that was created totally on its functionality. This would help to strengthen
the differences between both disciplines, while still showing how they use similar
creative processes. The Ball Corporation: Techstars Small, Smart Space Systems
satellite was chosen to document the engineering process. Satellite construction
fit the criteria, because they are functional and use highly intricate systems and
architecture in their development.
Syntactic Form , Structure, and Variables
At this point the posters were critiqued as a system.
Color How meaningful is the color used?
How well do the colors help organize information?
Typography Is the type clean and
accessible?
Is there a distinct hierarchy?
Language Is the language clear, sophisticated, yet easy to read and understandable?
Spatial Is the space divided logically?
U
The Desien Process
Intermediate Evaluation - continued
Peer Presentation
Committee Members
In February of 2000, the designer gave a presentation to the first year graduate
graphic design students at Rochester Institute ofTechnology. This was the first
time the designer needed to explain the thesis topic in front of an audience.
A reassessment of the final application came out of this presentation. Until this
point there where plans to construct a study guide that would assist the series
of posters. Comments during the presentation influenced the designer to remove
the study guide and concentrate on creating a sequence of posters.
Committee members discussed the creative thought process and it functions.
The discussions were based on the similarities and differences between the way
engineers and graphic designers synthesize information. The meetings created
a clear understanding of the design process and the dichotomy between the two
disciplines'
design process. More importantly, the meetings helped in rethinking
how the relationship between the two might be constructed.
Informal Discussions This method of evaluating was based on conversations with friends, family
members, and colleagues. Most of these discussions were based on personal
interpretations ofwhat design is, how design should be conducted, and what
the purpose of design is. These conversations reinforced the objective of this
thesis. Every conversation would end in saying that design is not an art or
science but a combination of both. These conversations reinforced the






The form of the final application was determined by evaluating the ideas
generated in the ideation stage. The creation of a strong grid system was
necessary in order to construct the posters. The grid helped to allocate
the information into five distinct segments. It would allow the viewer
















Shows the name of the stage in the process and provides a definition for it.
Provides information numerically on the step of the process being discussed.
The numbers correspond with the numbers on the diagram.
Goes into detail on the steps of the process. Discusses where the
process might go after this stage.
This portion of the poster organizes the graphic design examples.





Final Process The diagram illustrates how the stages of the process are connected. It documents
how concepts are developed and evaluated, moving back and forth between the







These posters document similar creallve problem -solving processes between
graphic design and engineering They Illustrate a hybrid design process that
incorporaies ideas and terms from both professions It expresses how both
disciplines use a design process to create functional work The posters show
that design is no! an an or science, bui a synthesis and a way of thinking
aboul relationships
What does it mean when an object is said to have been designed?
Considering an object,
designed'
means thai the object has been thought
aboul systematically ll has been constructed with order, understanding,
and Intention When an object has been designed ihe expectations dealing
with quatny are heightened Quality is the signifier of good design
Design and quality are of equal value
"
The concept of quality is difficult to dofinc, for it is not merely
icon, but somehow intuited on the presence of the work it is
embedded. Quality has little to do with popular notions of
beauty, taste or style, and nothing to do with status, respectability
or luxury. It U revealed, rather, in an atmosphere of receptivity,
propriety and restraint... Quality is concerned with
truth."
Paul Rand
Graphic Dciign A profession in which a cognitive understanding ol information is developed
through us visual organization Graphic designers develop visual representation
lor ideas thai do not exist to a visual format They strive lo present information
to the viewer with the fewest questions and the highest degree of honesty
Engineering A profession that consiructs an application through the study ol (he sciences,
Improving the quality of society by solving problems of practical interesi




Creative problem-solving Is a method of looping thought.
A process of maturing ideas through evaluation. The creative
process combines abstract thoughts with conventional
understanding to form a functioning abstraction.
Objective
The posters mill provide doflnfliora
and visual examples ol the creative
problem-
solving process. The Scries
wilt show ihzrt design Is not an art
or science turi a synthesis and a
way ol thinking aboul relationship-,
Detail
Graphic Design
for graphic design, ihe visual examples
COmo Irom a proposed redesign ol the
Microsoft Windows brgnd Idciiiy
engineering
For ongincwmg. tho visuals example
como Irom Iho Ball Corporauons.
















During this portion ot the process the diem presents the problem.
Tho designer accepts the task and agrees to solvo the problem
to the best of his/her ability within the project constraints.
The problems often not yel defined or could be defined more
specifically This illustraies why the problem definition is not
determined until the second step in the process
Objective
Think about pregmaec issues such
as cosi, deadlines and scheduling
Detail
The designer needs lo ash the cliera
questions to assess their needs
Find what aspects of the problem
are (he moa problematic and begin
to address possible- tacUcs
Microsoft Windows:
Brand Identity
tho R/jq u Ifw moii rderrfi^ fo* Windowi end
reptmeriti rfw rrcJh heritage of Ine openrfrng
Intern the colon idt&ed eloigner* the differ*"
product typea bhe i tot rfw lerten. red ji tor
Che client}, green jj hi Wtnd&~l Cc. Cfffdyeflc*
lepteienH the uier Dynamic grodtenti and
dimenuora hate been developed K> snp^ofir
rfw nev. geneftihafi of Window People are
included becatne. obo*e oil Wrndca **j*
devgnatd (o err^xr-er rfw people wno me it
Ball Corporations
TccriSLirs Small, Sman Space Systems
q tedtStari imhaliirQ u aimed al
r^e dfr^Wopme^J of terfmoiDg-aT^i' odtcmced.
wnofl ipoce ryiTsnj rftrt con penoffn itgnikamt
mjiiioni or gnwdj- redsKed cotf
Nith IKhnoijgm and Io-jtc^ n^idei ocf*cncea
hovfl rpurred fne cleveicpmenJ c/ smoflor. Iturtte*.
cheopei. yd nighty capable taWi'to fne
ma/' laleft'to r/ilrmi oro nc- dmgned and




During this portion of the process one should collect research to
define the initial problem statement. This stage can accurately define
tho problem and develop achievable goals by gathering information
and lormulatlng comparisons.
Information Gathering
Collect r> wide range ol general to
specific materials that are pertinent
in dotining lire problem
Analysis
Study collected ir
swn to lormulaU) conncaroris with
known knowledge and technology
Objectives
Pinpoint positives urtd negatives
Irom the analysis and create a list


























During this portion of the process one should generate as many
ideas as possible. By utilizing the connections constructed with the
research a numbor of solutions are created that could solve the
defined problem. A preliminary evaluation can also bo performed
to remove the least effective solutions and reveal a solution that will
most accurately solve the problem.
Ideotion
One shou d lorm high levels
ol abstrac oris with Die problem
Develop ic eas without prejudico
orrcsu-idl ins Allow ideas to merge




nary ideas by developing
ol promising solutions
o how the integrity ol the
idea hold up bv lesling potential
weak poims Tho key is to take iho
ideas 10 a clearly doltncd point
Selection
Chooso the most efficient idea lor
lurther development The choice

























During this portion of the proa
i' I- i generated in the prior stage
Objective
A clear picture of the final product is
within reach Ideas and information
should bo organized and accessible
Define
In the process ol implementation.
it is inevitable that problems wilt arise
Further refinement will need lo happen













[hiring this portion of ihe process one should review ihe successes
and failures of tho process by assessing effectiveness of the solution.
Objective Detail
Notice how the key words work Whai tan bo learned Irom (ho
with the final solution. Do they rotate? Dovclop a tactical scheme lor If
Does Ihe final solution define ihe Look at the final solution. Does
problem dclinnion? Where are Uio fall short, moot, or etceed the c
















The posters were displayed in the RIT Bevier Gallery from March 10
through March 30, 2000. The display consisted of an introductory panel that
stated the thesis objectives and displayed the posters in the designed sequence.
Other Presentations
Engineering After the Gallery presentation was completed, the posters were brought to the
engineering department at RIT. They were displayed and evaluated by Professor
Allen Nye's Senior Engineering Design class and Professor Kevin Kochersberger's
Multi-Disciplinary class.
Industrial Design The posters were then displayed at RIT's industrial design classroom where
Professor Kim Sherman's Senior Career Planning class had an opportunity
to evaluate them.
Future Presentations Modifications could be made to tailor the process to a specific audience such
as a fine artist, salesman, or computer programmer. In the future the development
of a multi-media presentation could be generated that would be able to animate




Gallery Presentation The gallery opening gave the designer a chance to see how people reacted
to the formed relationship. The relationship between the disciplines helped
create a platform for the understanding of the design process for both
professions. Comments from the three week presentation revealed that the
viewers could understand the design process and see that it is about critical
thinking. It also revealed aspects of the disciplines which most people
do not get to see. This gave the viewer a chance to view the profession
beyond the pre-conceived ideas.
Unexpectedly, a person at the opening had worked for the Ball Corporation
for 25 years. He commented that the Ball Corporation never worked with a
documented process. By the way the visuals where laid out in comparison to
the documented process, he could see how the Ball Corporation might have
documented their process.
Graphic Design Students
This comment made the designer think about the developed process, and
question its ability to represent the graphic design and engineering disciplines.
This also posed a question about the visual relationship formed. Did the
abstract relationship between the two disciplines become too generalized?
From comments on the evaluations, the graphic design students could understand
what the visual represented on the posters and context they were being used in.
They commented that they would like to see a more involved explanation of
the development of the piece ofwork, knowing how and why the final solution
was chosen.
Written on the evaluation sheets were comments about the readability
of the diagram. Suggestions were made to increase the effectiveness of the
diagram by making the process a more integral part. By improving the placement
of the process terminology, the rest of the posters would have a better cohesion
with the diagram.
The success in the posters came from the organization of the information and
the color system used. These aspects of the posters enticed the viewer to come
and read the content.
20
The Design Process
Retrospective Evaluation - ted
Engineering Students The engineering students expressed that they were not accustomed to parts of
the developed process, but the explanation of the process was correct in its
generalization. The evaluators commented that the Ball Corporation's satellite
development was a good choice to document for engineering, but the use of
color in the images and more explanation of their process would be helpful.
They felt that the Windows mark overwhelmed the page demanding more
attention, making, the engineering visuals appear secondary.
Although improvements need to be made on the posters, the success lies in
their ability to increase the awareness of the graphic design profession. Before
viewing the posters the engineering students thought graphic design was about
making beautiful pieces ofwork. By viewing the posters and seeing graphic design
in context with engineering effectively heightened their understanding of the
graphic design profession. They could see that graphic design creates a visual
representation of an idea with purpose and meaning, not just empty visual appeal.
Industrial Design This evaluation did not turn out as expected. Many of the evaluators failed to
see any connection berween the graphic design and engineering disciplines.
Many of the comments recommended continuing research on the engineering
process because it did not accurately document the engineering thought
process. The other comments were similar to the graphic design and engineering
evaluation in that the diagram needed to be re-evaluated and modified, and
improvements needed to be made in representing the circular aspect of the
creative thought process in the series of posters.
27
The Design Process
Retrospective Evaluation - continued
Self Evaluation Overall, the concept that was developed between graphic design and
engineering is pushing the limits of design. Illustrating that design is a separate
entity that exists in all aspects of thought. As for the application itself, it
was
not successful. There needs to be improvement on the organization, flow, and
amount of information on display. The creative process is circular, yet the posters
wotk in a linear fashion. The posters could be designed or arranged to help
reinforce the circular flow of the design process.
Stepping back from the application and looking critically at what was made,
the designer began to question the reason why posters were created. Posters are
good for displaying information on a wall, but posters do not effectively
document an extensive amount of information. If the project were to be re-created,
the designer feels that the amount of visuals should be decreased and the amount
of explanatory text should be increased. This thesis
investigation is about the
methodology of thought. The choice
to use a heavy visual documentation to
explain a theoretical idea is tremendously difficult and was a poor choice
with a




This thesis project focused on a way of thinking. It examined how any discipline,
in this case graphic design and engineering, can benefit from knowing and
understanding how the design process functions. At first this thesis was trying
to answer, what is design*. As this thesis progressed it became evident that the
question was not, what is design? but, how do you design? The advantage of
asking
'how'
instead of is opening the doot to see the process behind
design. This allows one to see that design is a cross-disciplinary activity that
can't be defined by art or science, but father as a way of thinking about problems
by forming relationships and creating quality work.
What was learned from this investigation was that professions may use different
tools and terms that are unique, but the underlying creative process and the desire
to create quality is a common thread. If people can learn to utilize effective
thought processes from a wide range of disciplines, what will be created is a body
of knowledge where ideas will develop with an inclusive instead of exclusive
attitude. Work will be created that will be in tune with many different parts of







A profession in which a cognitive understanding of information is developed
through its visual otganization. Graphic designers develop visual representation for
ideas that do not exist in a visual format. They sttive to present information to the
viewer with the fewest questions and the highest degree of honesty.
A profession that constructs an application through the study of the sciences,
improving the quality of society by solving problems of practical interest.
Engineers meet the needs of a society by reducing the complexity of daily tasks.
Design A mental activity, an activity of thinking. The psychology of thought that
investigates human thinking activities, particularly during problem-solving.
Association Forming connections between different concepts; the occurrence of one
concept can cause another concept to raise into consciousness.
Logic Conscious thought, methodical, systematic.
Intuition Experimental thought in which the various stages of creating are
no longer fully conscious.
Functionality How an entire item works as a whole.
System A series of steps that logically moves you from one point to another.
Aesthetics
How an item is used, dealing with the human interface and comprehension





Division into two, usually contradictory, parts or opinions.
Properly refers to the theoretical analysis of the methods appropriate to a
field of study or to the body of methods and principles particular to a
branch of knowledge.
Looking at a problem critically and solving it to meet the needs of the problem.









The arrangement of specific or general information into a vertical and horizontal
comparison, allowing for the cross-reference of terms or ideas for creation of
new relationships.
A plan, sketch, drawing, or outline designed to demonstrate or explain how
something works or to clarify the relationship between the parts of a whole.
A schematic representation of a sequence of operations.
Introducing, identifying and understanding the nature of the problem
including history, situation and goals.
Precedents Describing other existing projects, case studies, models that have
meaningful relationships to your study.
Research Describing facts, principles, theories or relationships that have
been discoveted to help to solve the problem.
Synthesis Describing interrelationships and patterns -
sotting, sequencing, ordering information or parts of the problem.
Ideation Describing the generation of conceptual solutions and preparation
of a range of preliminary design approaches.
Evaluation Describing testing strategies that were used to judge ideation
and the resulting selection of possible design solutions.
Implementation Describing how the project was refined, developed and produced
to its final form or application.
Dissemination Describing plans for future audience interaction
-
how could this product or information be distributed/used in the future?
Assessing the final product to determine strengths and weaknesses
how could future versions be improved?
Conclusion Summarizing overall experience and outcome
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Graphic Design Problem-Solving Methodologies: Psychologyf Methods
What Romantic Stage Spomane ,us Content Identity Id
Why Precision Know Structure- Similarity Ego
When Generalization Perceptio Cadence Difference Super Ego
Whete Appeal Style Opposition











Graphic Design Problem-Solving Methodologies: Groups / Businesses Methods
1S TmZHtr
Research Stan Observation Sponsors Information transfer
Acceptance
Study
Criteria Developmcn 1 hmking Analysis Design loam Side Effects
Analysis
Client Review and Sketching Representation Suppliers Standards to Ensure
Definition Refinement Descriptive Geometry Compatibility
Showing Techniques ofConstructio Producers
Ideation Prototype Design Models Sensitivity to Humans
Evaluating Disrributors
Idea Selection Implementation Composition Preformation
Making ColorTheory Purchasers
Implementation Success Space Theory






from Outside forces Incubation













-Solving Methodologies: Specific Tactical Methods l
Manage Acceptance Define Goals Define (unctions Who Brief
Asses Needs Analysis Collect Data I ,si alternative means ol Why Re-assess
performing each (unction Existing Solution
Design Define Analysis Say What
Select sub-solutions. Minion Modifications
Develop Standards Ideate Design one lor cadi function To Whom
Accommodate
Development and Select Evaluate Ehrough What (Media) Modification
Opera,,,,,,





Identify Variables Research Brief Problem Performance Specifiearions
Identify Relationships Design Action 1 Decide Firs! Solution Parallel Strategieslprelim.) Range ol Dimensions
which Uncertainty Exists
Maximize Output Design Solution 1 Garry-out firs. Solution Pre-selection
Make Simulaloi
Design Aeon 2 Decide Second Solution Selection Stage
Design Solution 2
Solution
Carry-out Second Solution Alternative Stage
Decide Third Solution final
Garry-out third Solution





























Embark Upon a Strategy








new strategies or initial
strategics
Continue until satisfied




Keep accurate and complete












Engineering Problem-Solving Methodologies Specific Methods
Identify Unreliability Problem Information Objective function Modes ol failure
Estimate the Degree Input
Unreliability
Analysis Idenufy Fail-safe Direction Special Effect Failure Predicior
Analogies
Calculate Average Values
Synthesis Examine Available Evidence Equation Key Qualities
Output
Describe Components
Evaluation Specify, Criterion tacample ot Arrangement Maihemanc.il Model










Few Meaningful Solutions Ideation Problem Statement Abstrac
Concretisation Conception Design Specifications Object Neutral
Existing Solutions Selection function Structure Defined factors
Co-operation Comprise Concept Relationships













Engineering Problem-Solving Methodologies: Technical / Procedural Methods
_____i______i____il______________iEZSSES HESEEE
Determining Materials Problem Statement Abstract Good Ideas Computer Aided Design
Prepare Transformation Energy Design Specifications Object Neutral Gathering Data Solid Modeling
Transform Materials Information Function Structure Defined Faciors Negotiating with Client Tolerances
Energy Conversion Concept Relationships Negotiating with
Research and Development
Manufacturing Process
Connection Preliminary Layout Substantiation
Negotiating with
Costing
Dimensional Layout Results Manufacturing






Product Management Funcdon Needs
Configuration Orientation
Layout Maximum Ratio
Production Design Maximum Forces
Design Data Control Maximum velocity








Engineering I'roblem-Solving Methodologies: Related Methods j
i,^___i_i________________ __________2 ____ j___2
Overall Cost Workspace Design factors
Initial Cost Posse, Management
Annual cost Transducer Working



























































































l-unciion Fo develop a solution to a
problem through a siep-hy-
Detcrmincd Properties step process where you work
Operational Properties final pom,
Ergonomics
fo develop and discover
many different solutions to a
problem ,n hopes 10 gel




















Know Terms Related Terms and Words
Problem Acceptance, Problem Recognition, Identify Unreliability, Problem Statement,
Identification, Identify Problem, Problem, Initial Problem, Elaboration of
Problem, Define Problem, Identify, Identity, Identify Purpose, Preparation Phase
Research Research, Data Collection, Information Phase, Inputs, Observation
Analysis Analysis, Failure Predictor, Design Variables, Divergent Thinking, Energy,
Why, Thinking, Saturation
Synthesis Synthesis, Problem Structure, Sequencing, Tolerances, Defining Factors, Structure,
Transform Materials, Orientation, Configuration, Specifications, Objectives,
Categorize Problem, Survey, Process Plan, Operational Properties, Criteria
Development, Definition, Problem Definition, Incubation, Analogies,
Conception, Equation
Ideation Ideation, Illumination, Schematic Plan, Transformation, Form, Concept, Surface,
Preliminaries, Development, Operation, Ideate, Design, Generate Alternatives,
Accommodate, Parallel Strategies, Simulator Creative Phase, Showing,
Substantiation, Prototype, Composition, Sensitivity to Humans, Inspiration,
Generating Alternatives, Process design, Algorithm Development, Mathematical
Modeling, Basic Concept, Negotiating, Tolerances, Transducer, Elaboration,
Spontaneous Thoughts
Selection Idea Selection, Choice, Outputs, Specify, Geometry Found, Dimensional Layout,
Results, Making, Selection Phase, Decide, System Assembly, Enactable Process,
Documentation, Identify, Communication
Implementation Requirements, Solution, Implementation, Communication, Connection, Detail,
Assembly Drawing, Presentation, Costing, Decision, Action, Appearance,
Long Term Solution, Final Design, Final Composition, Summary, Convergence,
Final, Maximized Output, Apply Data, Optimize, Outcome, Making, Optimum,
Geometry Found, Success, The Ah-ha
Evaluation Evaluate, Outcome, Maximize,
Performance Tests, Retrospective Evaluation,
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November 1 8 15 18
Research on philosophy, Break Begins
g.d. and eng. processes Research
December 6 13 18
Revisions on proposal, diagram Committee
and collect creative processes.
January 3 10 17 24 31
Finish research, construct comparison, Committee















Committee Finalize Spring Break
dieation
6 9 13 17 20 29

































Is the intended message of the posters easy to understand?
yes no
Please Explain:
Is it claer how the design process works on the poster?
yes no
Please Explain:
Do the posters successfully illustrate the design process relationship between
graphic design and engineering?
no
Please Explain:
Is the information on the posters arranged in a logical and easily accessible way?
yes no
Please Explain:
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